
REPONSE-ABIIITY: EDUCATION lN A
GtOBAt ECONOMY

In the earlv part of this century, the scientific commu-
nity was in turmoil: Einstein's Theory of Relativitl
overtumed the canon of absolute time, and Quantum
Physics revealed a ra'orld unexplained by Newtonian
Mechanics. The mechanistic viewpoint saw the world as

obiects, but the quantum world as relationships.
The emerging global economy is being shaped by the

fluid transler of capital, through the complex dlmamic
structure of information interchange on the Intemet.
Structures of this nature often fluctuate and self-orga-
nize; new systems may change suddenly with little
warning. Effective transition management will depend
upon our capacitv to make ethical judgements regarding
economics , ecology , technology , and social consciousness ,

with the understanding that changing one initiates a

response in the others. Underlying this new reality is the
svmbiosis between information and communication that
requires us to learn more, comprehend faster, and be
creativer the question is hozu.

Our educational system is modeled on the legacy of
the Tyler Rationale-i.e., reducing complex curricula to
the teaching,/learning of the smallest segments, on the
premise that colleciively they describe the ztrftole. This
format has severe limitations; the world is not divided
into segments, and we need to understand the implica-
tions of complexity and interconnectedness.

leorning Thresholds
Understanding complex relationships, even in a

rudimentary way, requires the development of transfor-
mational learning pattems associated with creativity
and critical self-reflection. Principallv there are five
learning thresholds:

. Rote learning

. Recursir.e learning

. Contextual fransformatiVe leaming

. Paradigmatic transformative learning

. Transcendence-integrative de\ elopment
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Rote learning is learning in a repetitive manner.
Recursive learning, also a repetitive process, involves a

trial and correction procedure. Contextual transforma-
tive leaming occurJwhen an event causes a te-evalua-
tion of meaning constmcts: we see things in new ways.
Paradigmatic transformative learning is the result of
questioning our world perspective. Transcendence-
integrative development helps us see ourselrres as one
with the n'orld.

Reflections
As a society we are conditioned to believe that we

leam from the bolfom ap: simulating a manufacturing
procedure where components are produced and as-
sembled, as in the case of an automobile. Manufactured
parts in themselves provide little information as to their
function or origins. Reflecting on my learning pattems
revealed them to be top down: i.e,, forrnulating meaning
from the context derived from a blg picture concept. For
example, the interconnectedness of our planet's ecosys-
tem does not require an intimate knowledge of the
details; we need to have an idea how interdependent
systems influence each other

Reflecting further on my educational experience and
t€aching practice as an educator in a technical program,
I began seeking answers to these questions: a) Why is
the comprehension of relatively simple concepts so
difficult for many adults? b) what is it like being an
adult learner and having me as an instructor? My
thoughts were as follows:

. The social and phvsical space affects the dynamics
of the learning environment: learning may be either
enhanced or inhibited-e.9., a person (instructor or
leamer) who avoids active involvement within the class
is unlikely to perform well.

. Abstract course material is difficult to correlate with
lived experience.

. Attempting to understand complex processes by
firsi studying the parts presents a contextual difficulty
for most leamers.

. Exercises and labs with boundary conditions to
pror,'ide specific outcomes promotes rote learning of
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methodologies and instructor dependency, to the
detriment of learning proliciency.

. Assessment of academic performance is generally
based on the elementary patterns of rote and recursive
learning. Uncertainty about grading arises from the
ambiguity of r,vhat is actually measured: academic
capability or procedural compliance?

Response-obility
Critically reflecting on how to encourage transforma-

tive learning in adults completely charged my teach-
ing,/learning perspective. The breakthrough happened
lvhen I acknowledged that the only reality is one of
relationships; curriculum is the holistic and dynamic
translation of knowledge, informatiory and experience
to which we all contribute and in which we all share.
Committing myself to a totally new way of teaching/
learning r.t'as challenging arrd has created the following
principles.

. The interrelationship between instructor and learner
creates the leamhg environment. Classes in which
there is enthusiasm for leaming are invariably
integrated; those where apathy prevails are frag-
mented, and leaming becomes inhibited. An
instructor's response is to encourage enthusiasm for
learning by example.

. Holistic teaching/learning demand big-picture
constructs. A big-picture construct is an energy
conversion cycle that reduces complex molecules to
simple molecules with enr.ironmental conse-
quences---e.9., the automobile and pollution.
Studying the relationships within the cycle encom-
passes the analytical details; the external relation-
ships are the effects on the environment and the
repercussions. As course curriculum becomes more
complex, context facilitates understanding and
experience determines relevance. These functions
are essential for constructing meaning and provid-
ing impetus for increased learning proficiency.

. Big-picture constructs initiallv are kept relatir.ely
simple to assist leamers in seeing the relationships
between the parts and their contributions to the
cycle; it is also an opportunity to develop an anal)rti-
cal methodology. As the complexity of the cycles
increases, the greater the variation in solutions; and
learners must adapt their analyses to suit each
situation,

. Classes are not lectures but interactive oDportunities
for e\ploration, and in-class exercises frequently
follou' a design procedure to allow learners freedom
for creativity. Labs are kept as simple as possible,
enabling learners to develop concepts through their
initiative and reflection. Learnilg becomes perconnl-
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lzert and not a repetition of information presented by
the instructor.

. Technical programs should include courses in ethics,
business, and environmental biology; and the
interconnection between program courses should be
cleaL

Assessmenf
Final exams are a continuum of course curriculum

and often take the form of a design-actiYity; the method-
ology employed must be adapted to suit the given
situation. Exams arc multilayered to provide conscien-
tious learners the opportu"rity to obtain a passing grade;
a high grade requires a complete resolution of a big-
picture construct through a creative process. This is a
more reliable method of assessment. Exam marks and
course grades have increased to well above average
despite the ilcreased complexity of the course curricu-
lum.

Leorner ond leocher Perspectives
Most learners enjoy holistic teaching/learnin& it

gives them a sense oI real-wo d applications. They like
the interactive classes and the big-picture constructs
even though they make for challenging exams.

Interesting outcomes of my new teaching st1'le
include: (a) big-picture constructs required a significant
increase in course content, and (b) overall class grades
increased to well above average.

Context and relevance are crucial for constructing
meaning; the result is that students leam morr and
comprehend faster within a given time frame. Exploring
the relationships of complex systems, even in a rudi-
mentary way, provides leamers with an understanding
of interconnectedness. Seeing things in new ways, apart
from being innovative, encourages development of
transformative learning patterns that are essential for
effective transition management in the emerging global
economy.

Patrick H. Cooney, Instructor , Mechanical Engineering

For further information, contact the author at
Camosun College, 4461 Interurban Road, Victoria, BC,
V8X 3X1 CANADA. e-mail: coonevp@camosun.bc.ca
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